Effects of spherical defocusing on beam quality. We analysed the effects of spherical phase defocusing on both Gaussian and Bessel beams by implementing simulations as detailed in Leutenegger M. et al (2006) . Supplementary Figure S9 demonstrates aberrations in both Bessel and Gaussian beams when using spherical defocussing. These aberrations deteriorate the beams particularly along the axial dimension, but showing a much lesser effect on radial quality (compare graphs in Supplementary Fig. S9 ). Spherical defocusing therefore affects light sheet thickness only minimally. Indeed, we did not detect any deterioration of image quality in light sheet microscopy when translating the illumination axially with tuneable lenses (Supplementary Figure 2A) . We found that both beam length (FWHM) and thicknesses (σ) are in accordance with the theoretical parameters of a Gaussian beam, indicating a lack of major aberrations.
Such calibration is sufficient for imaging with low acquisition rates (below 5 Hz). For higher acquisition rates, especially in case of light-sheet sculpting, the lenses operate in their transient rather than steady state response. Supplementary Figure S5 shows this transient response to a step signal. In fact we used a sigmoid function as the lenses create artefacts in light-sheet when driven with discontinuous signals (see insets in Supplementary Fig. S5 ). This response allowed us to calculate the slew rate of the lenses, which is different for focusing (15 µm/ms) and defocusing (13 µm/ms).
To generate desired light-sheet shape during fast acquisitions we devised an algorithm to correct control signal. It differentiates the desired signal (after corrections resulting from steady state calibration of non-linear response) and multiply the result by a correction factor (larger than 1).
Because of the unsymmetrical step response the correction factor for negative derivatives must be larger than for positive ones (see equations in Supplementary Fig. 6 ) . Choosing these factors requires a calibration for each desired light-sheet. Supplementary Figure S6 shows sinusoidal light-sheet generated with uncorrected and corrected signals and how the control signals look like before and after correction. Figure S1 . Detailed optical setup. Light from 488 Argon Ion laser (Melles Griot) is passed through an AOTF (AAoptoelectronics) and fibre-coupled into single mode fibre (multiple laser kineFLEX, qioptiq). The output (FB) is collimated using achromatic lens (CL)(Thorlabs) to achieve 1.6mm beam diameter. It is aligned into the Thorlabs cage system containing the rest of the optics using dielectric mirrors (Thorlabs BB1E02) on kinematic mounts (Thorlabs). The tuneable lenses (TL)(Optotune EL10-30) being 175mm apart give the magnification range of 0.4 to 2.5. The tuneable telescope is kept very close (25mm) to the first galvo mirror to avoid overfilling the mirror due to divergence (which is necessary to axially translate the focus of the excitation objective (EO)). The relay telescope ensures the excitation beam angle doesn't change during scan (by ensuring that only beam angle and not position changes at the back focal plane of telecentric lens and excitation objective). A second galvo mirror is positioned at the back focal plane of telecentric lens (Sill, 60.5mm effective focal length), which creates a telescope with 200mm achromatic lens (Thorlabs). The galvos, scan lens and tube lens constitute scanning unit (SU). A second pair of steering mirrors corrects for any misalignment in the sage system and permits fine tuning of the angle of the excitation beam to match detection plane. The image is collected using Nikon 25X, 1. Supplementary Figure S5 . Tuneable lens response. The panels visualise step response of the lenses as light-sheets (green, red), saturated at half the peak intensity (FWHM), generated using sigmoid functions. The sigmoid functions (cyan, magenta) were calibrated for the non-linear responses of the lenses (see supplementary discussion). The sigmoid functions were used as an approximation to a step function because tuneable lenses create artefacts in the light-sheets when driven with signals with very high gradients (see insets in the main panels, where steeper sigmoids were used). The Y axis (horizontalimages rotated and flipped relative to the other images in the paper) is the direction of slit propagation, whose speed was 10µs/pixel (2048 pixels, pixel -0.264 µm). As such, the Y dimension corresponds also to time, t, while X only to space. The angles (θ1, θ2) therefore give the slew rate of the tuneable lens, which are 15.3 µm/ms for focusing (a), and 13.4 µm/ms for defocusing (b). Scale bars, solid -50 µm, dashed -2ms.
Supplementary
Supplementary Figure S5 . Figure S6 . Tuneable lens response. The panels show light-sheets generated using cosine derived signals. The green light sheet is generated using a pure cosine signal (corrected only for steady state non-linear response of the lenses) indicated by magenta function. The red light sheet is generated using further corrected signal to match the desired cosine profile (magenta). The signals (after the steady state non-linear response correction) are given in the graph. The red profile (corrected) is the cosine function with enhanced positive and especially negative derivatives (see supplementary discussion) to account for unsymmetrical response of the lenses. The equations shows mathematically how the corrected signal is generated (see also Supplementary Discussion). In the desired signal (f desired , i.e. uncorrected signal, green) positive and negative derivatives are adjusted (function p: parameter P 1 and P 2 to adjust independently the positive and negative derivatives respectively) to yield the corrected function (f corrected , red). Then calibration data is applied to generate the current signal (I lens )for the lenses. All scale bars 50 µm. Desired shape (magenta) 
